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euNetworks Delivers Infrastructure to Norisco in Support of 
Customer 7digital 

 

 euNetworks’ Dark Fibre bundled with Norisco’s IT solutions for service in London  

 

London, UNITED KINGDOM – 21 May 2013 –euNetworks Group Limited (SGX: 

H23.SI), today announced a new multi-year agreement and partnership with IT solutions 

provider Norisco. euNetworks was selected to deliver a high speed low latency network 

in London, providing a scalable  and flexible bandwidth connection from a data centre to 

a new office location for Norisco’s customer. This fibre connection was bundled with 

additional IT services from Norisco, as a full IT solution for 7digital, one of the world’s 

leading open music platforms.  

Norisco specialise in the delivery of IT solutions covering telecommunications, unified 

communications, networking, data centre and security, with a focus on dependable and 

innovative solutions for their customers. Norisco has developed strong and well-

established relationships with vendors and support partners, enabling customers to 

benefit from reliable access to solutions from leading vendors through just one dedicated 

point of contact.  

“At Norisco we focus on ensuring we have an intimate understanding of our customer’s 

business so we can deliver them the best IT solution possible, with strong partners to 

support us,” said Eamon Campbell, Managing Director of Norisco. “euNetworks share the 

same approach to customer support and have rapidly delivered a fibre infrastructure that 

effectively offers unlimited bandwidth to our customers.” 

“We are delighted to be working with Norisco,” said Uwe Nickl, Chief Marketing Officer of 

euNetworks. “They have developed an approach to IT strategy that enables their 

customers to truly exploit their IT infrastructure investment as effectively as possible, 

enabling customers to focus on their core business. For a leading online media business 

such as 7digital that’s hugely important. Connecting 7digital’s office to its key data 

centre on our facilities based infrastructure in London delivers 7digital with the 

bandwidth scalability required as demand for their digital music service and open 

platform only increases.” 

“Our business is centred on the provision of open access to the broadest catalogue of 

fully licensed, high quality digital music for consumers, developers and a wide range of 

partners around the world,” said Paul Richards, Head of IT Infrastructure at 7digital. 

“Our IT platforms and connectivity solutions need to work and scale. The fibre 

connection provided by euNetworks gives us the flexibility and control we need, enabling 

enhanced online delivery by serving the growing bandwidth needs between our data 

centre and new office.”   

 

About euNetworks 

euNetworks Group Limited (SGX: H23:SI) is a bandwidth infrastructure provider, owning 

and operating 13 fibre based metropolitan networks across Europe connected with a high 
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capacity intercity backbone covering 38 cities in 9 countries. The Company offers a 

portfolio of metropolitan and long haul services including Colocation, Dark Fibre, Metro 

Wavelengths, Wavelengths, Ethernet, and Internet. Enterprise and carrier customers 

benefit from euNetworks’ unique inventory of fibre and duct based assets that are 

tailored to fulfil their high bandwidth needs.  

euNetworks Group Limited is headquartered in London and publicly listed on the 

Singapore Stock Exchange. For further information please visit www.eunetworks.com. 
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